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Hairtrade Extends Body Care Range

Hairtrade, the UK's leading retailer of hair extensions, hair care and beauty products has
recently extended its body care range after sales increased in 2012.

(PRWEB UK) 17 January 2013 -- Hairtrade, the UK's leading retailer of hair extensions, hair care and beauty
products has recently extended its body care range after sales increased in 2012.

The newest addition to the range is a collection from skin care brand Thalgo.

For over 40 years, Thalgo has developed its professional beauty products using the riches of the oceans.
Forerunners of marine scientific research, Thalgo Laboratories have acquired unique expertise in harnessing the
effectiveness of marine active ingredients.

The newest collection to Hairtrade is its ‘Slim & Scuplt’ range – a three piece collection for women wishing to
treat stubborn areas to firm and redefine their contours.

The first Slim & Sculpt product is the Slimming and Firming Cream, designed to treat stubborn areas with the
use of Express Slimming Complex including Red Algae and Green Coffee Seed to help delay fat storage and
burn fat. Organic Sweet Almond Plant Oil increases skin suppleness, softens, and restructures the skin while
Shea Butter moisturises and restores skin suppleness. After just 14 days, the body becomes more toned and the
figure appears more slender.

The second product is Thalgo Cellu-thigs. This is to treat stubborn cellulite located on thighs, buttocks and hips.
It targets fatty deposits and smooths unsightly dimpled skin whilst delaying fat storage and burns fat. As with
all of the products in the range, results are expected after just 14 days with thighs appearing visibly refined.

And finally, a refreshing gel that helps refine the appearance of the stomach waist and hips – Thalgo Flat
Stomach. It restructures while helping to delay fat storage and burn fat.

Keven Kou, Managing Director at Hairtrade commented, “We have been looking to extend our skin and body
care since sales increased last year. We found that customers are looking for more treatments and more
specialized products. In January, people often want to improve health, fitness and appearance so we thought a
slimming and firming range was ideal.”

He continued, “Thalgo is such a specialist brand with its marine scientific research and it has been a very
popular brand in the past. So we are confident that this new range will sell extremely well.”

The Thalgo collection is available from Hairtrade now.

About Hairtrade:
Established in 2005, Hairtrade (owned by I&K International Limited) is now one of the leading distributors of
online hair care and beauty products across the UK and Europe. Hairtrade provides a wide range of hair
extensions, hair care products and hair electrical brands.
Hairtrade provide a wide range of 100% human hair extensions mainly, human hair weaves, I&K clip in Hair
Extensions and pre-bonded hair and European hair extensions. Among its top brands are I&K 100% Human

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.hairtrade.com/hair-extensions-c-92.html
http://www.hairtrade.com/thalgo-m-49.html
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Hair and Remy Hair, Top Model and Jessica Simpson hair. In addition to its 100% human hair extensions the
company also provides synthetic hair extensions, wigs, hairpieces, hair extensions accessories and tools, as well
as an extensive range of hair care products from brands such as Tigi, Loreal, Schwarzkopf, Goldwell, Matrix,
Fudge, Keune, Sexy Hair and many more.
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Contact Information
Laura Bainbridge
Hair Trade
http://www.hairtrade.com
0191 491 6528

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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